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facilitated consultations in the East African Community (EAC) Partner States. The
consultations were aimed at assessing the status of the operating environment for Civil
Society Organizations (CSOs) in the various countries. A number of methodological
approaches were applied. In 4 countries: Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda and Uganda,
EACSOF national focal points organized breakfast meetings with CSO leaders and
During each of the breakfast meetings, legal experts presented technical reviews of laws
that have a bearing on CSO operations. This was followed with plenary discussions
and recommendations to address them. These were documented in individual country
status papers (CSP); in Tanzania, report on legal and regulatory framework of CSOs by
Tanzania Association of Non-Governmental Organizations (TANGO) and the Tanzania
Human Rights Report by Legal and Human Rights Center was equally used to inform
the process. Material from all 5 countries was then compiled to this regional synopsis
report.
This report highlighted the enabling factors that have promoted the emergence and
growth of a vibrant civil society in East Africa. It takes stock of best practices from
Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) operating environment and accompanying worst
practices from the region.
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Civil Society Operating Environment in East Africa
According to the Treaty for establishment of the East African Community, partner states
pledged to create an enabling environment for the private sector and civil society!
Are they doing it?
Under the Treaty for establishment of the East African Community of November 1999,
Partner States committed themselves to create an enabling environment for the private
sector and civil society, as one of the key ingredients towards achievement of EAC
Objectives, in a people centered and market driven integration process. EACSOF went
out to speak to stakeholders in the CSO sector to assess how far these aspirations are
being met.
This report is the outcome of a consultative process that involved stakeholders

CSOs largely operate in a climate of fear, where CSO leaders are subjected to arbitrary
harassment by state machinery and in some countries laws have been made purposely
to interfere with fundamental rights and freedoms, such as freedom of association and
assembly.
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Drawing from perceptions of diverse stakeholders in Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda
and Tanzania, EACSOF has come to the conclusion that despite a few enabling factors,
such as constitutional provisions in most countries, there are many constraining factors
in the environment that have a negative bearing on the operational effectiveness of
CSOs in East Africa.
National governments have not fully guaranteed the operating space for civil society,
and have instead resorted to restrictive legislation governing civil society organizations
in the region. Some countries have enacted a caravan of new laws hurriedly, or passed
amendments that aim to curtail civil society existence and smooth operations, thereby
compromising the operational effectiveness of CSOs.
The hardships faced by CSOs ranged from problematic pieces of legislation, to adversarial
relations with individual state functionaries. Of greater concern was militarization of
for NGOs, with the accompanying militaristic threats against civil society, parliament,
media and opposition parties, lumped together as enemies of the state. In more serious
cases CSO leaders faced direct threats to their personal safety due to various degrees
of harassment by the state; some organizations were closed down and in extreme cases
death was reported!
The aim of the assessment was to analyze underlying conditions which CSOs are going
through in their operations within the region, identify key challenges and devise key
strategies to counteract them.

spirit of the EAC Treaty on creation of an enabling environment. This means that there
is need for a concerted effort, through dialogue to rethink motives and directions being
taken by all players and jointly formulate strategies that can be adopted at both national
and regional levels to get back on track, in accordance with the EAC Treaty, to promote
constructive engagements that will protect the rights of citizens through a healthy
operational space for CSOs.
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The main key lesson from national
consultation processes demonstrates that left
on their own, partners states may not always
comply with the commitments they made in
the EAC Treaty, as has been the case with
“creating an enabling environment” for the
private sector and civil society. Thus, states
could at their own convenience abandon
the noble intentions expressed in their
gains, narrow interests of a few and regime
survival tactics.

Women Protesting Government

The adversarial tendencies of states against Inaction to Stop the Killings of
CSOs stem from a sense of fear and insecurity,
Persons With Albinism
which results in the use of threats and a
tendency to violence against civil society and
other voices. CSOs themselves could partly
be responsible for creating this fear from
states, due to their own increasing growth and
strength, accompanied by a confrontational
approach to engagement with the state on
human rights and governance issues.
Under these circumstances, the importance of
more effective collaboration and networking
between civil society organizations becomes
imperative, in order for them to increase

Burundi activist Pierre Claver
in national debate, dialogue and consensus Mbonimpa’s Unjust Detention
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building on development policies to address challenges faced by the region; sharing
information and learning together, how to become more relevant in the governance
arena, and invoke a more positive attitude from states.
The consultations further demonstrate the potential of dialogue with states for
strengthening security and protection mechanisms for citizen voices and effective
operation of civil society organizations. The lessons learnt also point to the need for
mutual agreement on roles of the state and roles of civil society negotiated on a multistakeholder platform, where national governments are involved, particularly security
agents, ethics, justice and constitutional experts.
As a way forward, EACSOF will endeavor to champion, promote and advance the
emerging recommendations by bringing them to the attention of national governments,
regional authorities and the wider international community. Central to this endeavor is
the need to lobby both national governments and regional authorities to ensure that all
existing laws and regulations currently restricting civil society operations, in blatant
contravention of the EAC Treaty are either amended to ensure compliance, or repealed
and expunged from the books of laws. The Treaty for the establishment of the EAC
1999 must be respected as the overriding instrument that guides policy and legislation
on roles, independence, participation and freedoms to which civil society actors
are entitled, in order to promote their effectiveness, in accordance with the Istanbul
principles 0f 2010.
Sustainable regional development and democracy can only be achieved through the
inclusion and involvement of a robust and independent civil society, representing
indigenous groups, women’s organizations and other marginalized and disadvantaged
groups, in order to address and reduce injustices and inequality in East Africa.
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1. Background
The East Africa Civil Society Organizations’ Forum (EACSOF) in Partnership with The
Finnish NGO Platform (KEPA) coordinated and facilitated consultations in the East
African Community (EAC) Partner States. The consultations were aimed at assessing
the status of the operating environment for Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) in the
various countries. This initiative was rooted in provisions under the EAC treaty as set
out in Article 5(1), which stipulates that the EAC is to develop policies and programs
aimed at widening and deepening cooperation among the Partner States in political,

Pursuant to this objective, the Community [in Article 5(3) (g)] provides for enhancement
and strengthening of partnerships with the private sector and civil society in order to
accelerate sustainable socio-economic and political development.
Article 127 on “Creation of an Enabling Environment for the Private Sector and Civil
Society” also provides for: “the promotion of continuous dialogue with the private
sector, civil society and other interest groups at both national and Community levels”.
Article 127 (4) on its part states that: “The Secretary General shall provide a forum
for consultations between the private sector, civil society organisations, other interest
groups and appropriate institutions of the community.”
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3. Methodology
A number of methodological approaches were applied. In 4 countries: Burundi, Kenya,
Rwanda and Uganda, EACSOF national focal points organized breakfast meetings
with CSO leaders and other stakeholders including academia, legal experts, media and
technical reviews of laws that have a bearing on CSO operations. This was followed
factors, main constraints and recommendations to address them.
These were documented in individual country status papers (CSP) for instance in
Tanzania, where a report on legal and regulatory framework of CSOs by Tanzania
Association of Non-Governmental Organizations (TANGO) was presented. The
Tanzania Human Rights Report which was produced by Legal and Human Rights
Center was equally used to inform the process.
Material from all 5 countries was then compiled into a regional synopsis report, which
report. The report highlighted the enabling factors that have promoted the emergence
and growth of a vibrant civil society in East Africa. It takes stock of best practices
Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) operating environment and accompanying worst
practices from the region.
The country consultations took place over the period March – April 2014. In each
country, the exercise was for 3 days including one day preparation, one day consultative
meeting and one day report writing.
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The main participants included EACSOF member organizations, EACSOF staff,
MEACA staff, and representatives from Ministry of Home Affairs – NGO registration
board, NGO lawyers and development partners involved in EAC integration.

CSO operations in the region, the environment continues to be compromised by
complex and restrictive legal and regulatory instruments governing CSO operations;
government interference, harassment and muzzling of CSOs voices particularly on
the operational effectiveness of CSOs in the region. The review further shows that
despite the existence of political and operational spaces for CSOs in the region, their
effectiveness is still constrained by poor relations with governments and in some cases
a very hostile and non-accommodative political environment.

4.1 Enabling Factors
4.1.1 Common factors enabling CSO operations
Resource mobilization capacity and ability.

for CSOs to secure tax exemptions.

4.1.2 Legal / Regulatory Context
The sovereignty of the people is entrenched in Partner States’ constitutions, which
provide the bedrock for a free, democratic and just society with explicit rights and
freedoms such as freedom of association and assembly, and right to information.
Consequently, there are supportive laws and regulations such as those providing for
access to information, tax exemptions, legally established spaces for consultative
dialogue, and lobbying and advocacy, through public fora; rules of engagement for
public debate and negotiation. The EAC Consultative Dialogue Framework (CDF) is a
shining example in this regard.
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and Tanzania NGO Act No. 24 of 2002 on registration of CSOs have a mixed bag of
both supportive and constraining elements. The supportive NGO laws in April 2012
and provision for state funding to NGOs in Rwanda is one best example.

4.1.3 Political / Governance Context
There is political liberalization and expanded democratic space at the regional, with
supranational institutions such as East African Legislative Assembly (EALA) and East
African Court of Justice (EACJ). The region has CSO recognition and accreditation
policies and procedures. Government grants are available to NGOs, especially for
service contract. Some NGOs enjoy invited spaces for participation in public policy
formulation and budget preparation processes. Exemplary leaders demonstrate political
will, supporting active participation of CSOs through institutionalized dialogue and
social accountability mechanisms. Enhanced capacities of both local and national
governments to engage with CSOs on development matters bring new opportunities.
Maasai Women in Tanzania Protest on the Proposed Extension of the Wildlife Corridor
that Threatens Their Livelihoods.

4.1.4 Socio-Cultural Conditions
CSOs and their networks create enormous social capital. Building on a foundation of
are evident in burial groups, village loan associations, merry-go-round, social clubs
and the enduring culture of social philanthropy. The emergence of social media and
expanded information networks through escalating technology and innovation give
CSOs increased ability to formulate, articulate, convey opinion and exercise voice on
unprecedented scale.

4.1.5 Economic Conditions
Free market economy as a dominant paradigm, with deepening economic liberalization
inclusion and partnership of both the private sector and CSOs in development upholds
freedom of citizens to participate in economic affairs of the state.
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4.2 Constraining Factors
Multiple laws, unclear and complex procedures for registering and governing CSOs;
compulsory registration of organizations in Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda; arbitrary
and selective application of laws/regulations against certain organizations, leading to
heavy reporting requirements; pretexts and vague grounds for refusal to register or
deregister an organization. Vibrant CSOs were threatened with closure and muzzled up,
with their bank accounts frozen and others closed down.
Government interference and muzzling of CSOs voices particularly on politically
sensitive issues, with restrictions on public demonstrations and prohibition of
participation in public protests as observed in Uganda. Poaching of top CSO leaders
and technocrats by Government was a major concern in Kenya, with no prior succession
planning to address the gaps created. In Rwanda the law grants leeway for local
government to co-opt and control the activities and budgets of CSOs within their area of
Right Report documented cases of killings of journalists where it was reported that a
total of 23 individuals were killed by police, Sungusungu militia and Tanzania Peoples
Defense Force (TPDF) between January to June, 2013. Similar killings and harassment
against CSO leaders was also reported in Burundi. The report further highlighted death
threats received by Tanzanian CSO leaders especially when preparing reports of attacks
on pastoralist communities like the Loliondo and Ulanga cases.
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The following utterances were attributed to top government leaders in our region:
A Minister of Defense warned Parliament that if its members did not ‘behave’ the army
would ‘intervene’. He is quoted as having said that the army was watching events in
Parliament and that there was a possibility for the military to ‘take over’ if politicians
did not show ‘seriousness’ in resolving the problems facing the country. According to
him, such an intervention would be done to ‘refocus’ the country’s future and to reclaim
it from the hands of ‘wrong politicians’.
A Prime Minister said… “If you make trouble and you are told not to do that and you
decline, you will just be beaten, because there is no other way...yeah, we have to agree
on one thing that the country is run under the rule of law (sic). Now, if you decline, and
think that you are the strong one, that you are the most stubborn, they will beat you! And
I say, just beat them! Because there is no other way, we are fed up!”
A Head of State warned MPs that the military would not permit what he called
‘confusion’ in Parliament to continue.
A Chief of Defense Forces, speaking of threats from ‘civilian leaders’ informed reporters
that the ‘message’ had been ‘deliberately sent out’ and that … “it was well taken by
those for whom it was intended’ and that citizens should ‘Stand warned’. He warned
that the military would not allow ‘bad politics’ to reverse the gains made by the country.
The General was further quoted as saying ‘Stand advised that should you not change
course, other things will take place.’
Among CSOs themselves there is poor governance. NGO Boards are ill equipped to
provide professional and ethical leadership expected of them to organizations under
their care. Weak institutional capacities are characterized by power struggle and
factionalism within institutions. Institutional policies are weak; weak accountability and
Cultural and social values and hierarchies that set who can speak on what subject in
what context and when are bent to suffocate young leaders within CSOs.
CSOs have no clear spaces and rules of engagement to engage in negotiations with
donors and development partners. This constrains their ability to mobilize appropriate
In the most extreme instances, stakeholders reported death threats and cases of actual
death and disappearance of CSO leaders, journalists and opposition leaders, especially
those involved in human rights work.
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5. Main Conclusions
challenges impeding the operational environment for CSOs in the region. From analysis
of the consultations with various stakeholders in the region, it is clear that the operating
environment for CSOs faces numerous challenges.

regulatory frameworks remain an impediment to the sector. Burdensome interference
with CSO work by the state is clearly evident and this has had a negative bearing on
CSO operations. Those CSOs that have attempted to engage with governments on
development matters often muddle along without a clear regulatory framework for
engagement.
CSO leaders have been subjected to intimidation and harassments. This has happened
through the introduction of restrictive laws that curtail the operations of CSOs, as well
as through arbitrary acts prejudicial to the rights and freedoms of active citizenry.
Despite these challenges, the CSO sector continues to grow in the region and their
contributions, though not always acknowledged are clearly recognized by all. There
is therefore need for commitment at the regional level by the respective governments
to create and promote an enabling environment for effective participation of CSOs in
socio-economic and political development of our region. There is also need to support
capacity development among CSOs themselves particularly in the areas of constituency
development and local ownership, relevancy and sustainability, as well as strong
connections with and effective advocacy for disadvantaged and marginalized groups.
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following major conclusions:
1)

2)
3)
4)

Ineffective operations of CSOs are a function of systemic failures, restrictive
laws and regulations, hostile political environment, retrogressive social and
cultural factors, and unfavorable economic conditions.
Enabling environment is underpinned by a culture of constitutionalism and
the internal capacities of CSOs.
Improving the operating environment of CSOs requires deliberate collaborative
efforts by Government and CSOs.
Effective functioning of CSOs is anchored in their freedom of association,
expression, and access to information and ability to negotiate.

6. Key Messages and Recommendations
1)

Ineffective operations of the CSOs are a function of systemic failures,
restrictive laws and regulations, hostile political environment, retrogressive
social and cultural factors, and unfavorable economic conditions.

enabling environment
for CSO

participation through dialogue
state engagement.
2)

Effective functioning of CSO operation is underpinned implementation of
laws and the internal capacity of CSOs.

frameworks for CSO Development.
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3)

Enabling environment for CSO is anchored on their ability to exercise their
freedom of association, expression, and access to information and the ability
to negotiate

promote an enabling environment for CSOs
regional enabling environment, to ensure CSO participation and
development effectiveness.
4)

Improving the operating environment of CSOs requires deliberate
collaborative efforts by Government and the CSOs.

stakeholder policy dialogue on development at the national and regional level
how the public through the CSOs can engage with government to infuse
value of participation at the regional level.
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Policy Brief :Civil Society Operating Environment in East Africa.
7. Policy Brief
From the analysis of the consultations with various stakeholders in the region, it is
apparent that the enabling environment for CSO faces numerous challenges. Many
and regulatory frameworks remains an impediment to the sector. There is evident
interference with CSO work by the state and this has had a negative bearing in the
operations of the CSOs. Many CSOs have attempted to engage with governments on
development matters without a clear regulatory framework for engagement.
In other extreme circumstances CSO leadership have been subjected to intimidation
and harassments. This has happened through the introduction of restrictive laws that
curtail the operations of the CSOs. Despite these challenges, the CSO sector continues
to grow in the region and their contributions and recognized by all. There is however
need for commitment at the regional level by the respective governments to create
and promote an enabling environment for effective participation of CSOs in socioeconomic and political development in each country. There is also need to support
capacity development among the CSOs particularly in the areas of advocacy. To this end
the challenges impeding the operational environment for the CSO actors in the region.
EACSOF supports the development policies that will enhance the role and engagement
following recommendations.

7.1 Recommendations
This report provides practical recommendations that aim at promoting and supporting
the development of an enabling environment for effective operations of CSOs in the
region. The report calls for a concerted effort at national and regional levels by both
CSOs and governments in creating political, legal and policy spaces for CSOs in the
advocacy campaign messages emerging from the national consultation processes.
This policy brief is aimed at advocating for effective CSO participation in national
recommendations are deposited for consideration by Partner States, The EAC Secretary
General, the EAC Council of Ministers, and the East African Legislative Assembly
(EALA). Other recommendations are directed at CSOs themselves, aimed at enhancing
their internal operational capacity; and to development partners, who are called upon
to respect the operational scope, values and independency of CSOs and to endeavor to
commit themselves to long term support (5-10 years) to CSOs, long enough to bring
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Going forward EACSOF will support the development of policies and legislation to
enhance the role of CSOs in the region, based on these stakeholders’ recommendations,
to ensure effective CSO active participation in national and regional development
through enhancement of the enabling environment:

a)To Partner States
1. Respect independence of CSOs as private voluntary organizations (PVOs),
autonomous from the state and desist from ill-conceived controls and suspension
clauses in legal personality laws.
2. Reformat the National Council of NGOs (NACONGO) to provide oversight at lower
levels and make way for regional and district councils of NGOs.
3. Clear and simple format for NGO reporting to government
4. Establish a clear framework for CSO constructive engagement with government.
5. Make tax exemption criteria, rules and procedures clear to CSOs.

b) To The EAC Secretary General

c)

To the EAC Council of Ministers

d)

To the East African Legislative Assembly (EALA)

With its triple roles of representation, legislation and oversight across the region, EALA
could be one of the most powerful institutions in the world. How can this power be
appropriated to shape the EAC into a more civilize society? Stakeholders directed
pointed recommendations to EALA to support, promote and spearhead the following:

freedoms in the region: freedom of association and assembly; freedom of opinion
and expression, freedom of speech and access to information through a vibrant civil
society.
2. Open dialogue between states and CSOs as opposed to the underhand tactics used in
controlling and enforcing conformity of the sector.
3. Strengthen existing EAC CDF for CSOs engagements with the EAC regional
integration process; infuse the value of genuine participation and accommodation of
CSO voices in policy processes at the regional level as a culture.
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Towards enhanced legal framework.
4. Enact legislation that will enforce creation of a conducive environment and
encourage effective participation of CSOs in all spheres of development in the region
as stipulated by the EAC Treaty. This will entail legally binding mechanisms for
direct engagement between citizens and national governments, through their CSOs.
Such mechanisms should be institutionalized to ensure constructive engagement,
whereby CSOs can make meaningful contributions to national policy formulation
and development through mandatory participation of CSOs in national consultation
processes as a requirement. Central to such participation is the need to develop
guidelines for information sharing between states and CSOs, and mechanisms for
enforcement. This could be achieved through inclusion of CSOs in the Social and
Economic Councils where their voices will be heard and accommodated.

5. Adopt follow-up mechanisms to ensure national level compliance with regional laws
adopted by partners’ states, especially those safeguarding a conducive operational
environment for CSOs in the region. This mechanism should provide NGOs the right
to appeal to an independent court in the event of any adverse decision by the NGO
Board, Government Ministry or Department.
6. Clear and simple format for NGO reporting to government.
7. The law should provide NGOs the right to appeal to an independent court any adverse
decision by the NGO Board, Department or Government ministry.
8. There is need for CSO independence from the controlling hand of the government
through legal personality laws and suspension clauses.
9. Tax exemption laws need to be made clear for CSOs.

e) To East African Civil Society Organizations’ Forum (EACSOF)
Uphold Annual CSO conferences to showcase achievements and discuss challenges
with stakeholders. A regional CSO conference be held every year to review the
working environment and provide an opportunity for CSOs to showcase their
work in order to strengthen relations with national Governments and development
partners.
Support, promote and spearhead the following:

environment for CSOs
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governance through dialogue
enabling environment and ensure CSO participation for development effectiveness.
development at the national and regional level.
state engagement.
mechanisms, as well as CSO institutional policy development.
CSO Development.

can be used to inform regional legislative bodies as a way of safeguarding peoplecentered integration.
disseminating EAC regional instruments as widely as possible.
benchmarked across all the countries in the community.
affecting the operation of CSOs in their jurisdiction and ensure their harmonization
with the EAC Treaty.
used for a blue print in East Africa.

or medical support.
Government together to ensure CSOs drive their agenda towards broadly agreed
roles and priorities.
can come and mentor CSOs to support effective coaching, succession and mentorship.
that can be used to inform regional legislative bodies as a way of fast tracking the
integration
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a blue print in East Africa

support.
CSOs and Government/ Other stakeholders to ensure CSOs drive the Agenda.
joined Government can participate in mentoring young CSOs.

f) To Civil Society Organizations (CSOs)
include input from the grassroots, from social networks, academics and trade unions.
active representation and engagement.
the broader capacity development. In the same vein, strive to strengthen institutional
and networking capacities to gain leverage in both regional and national policy
dialogue.
approaches, values and ethical standards away from donor alignment to citizens’
priorities in the country, such as extreme poverty, and then embark on the secondary
ones such as human rights and governance at a later stage. Poor people can easily be
manipulated and used by unscrupulous politicians.
states collectively as this will show the spirit of together and solidarity among
citizens. This however needs citizens’ progressive empowerment.
both formal and informal structures and networks existing in member states; connect
CSOs with traditional institutions that reach out to the masses in all areas.
with knowledge about their rights as citizens and responsibilities in community
development.
rooted in the sovereignty of citizens.
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voice based on evidence based advocacy.
vibrancy in the CSOs.

wavering the scope and values at donors wimps. This should include focusing
interests to the citizens.
provide oversight at lower levels and make way for regional and district councils of
NGOs.
Towards enhanced institutional legal framework.

value to safeguard CSO independency

g) To Development Partners
Respect the operational scope, values and independency of CSOs and endeavor to
support CSO operations under long term programmes, enough to bring about the

Support EACSOF to undertake further consultations on perceptions and
expectations of:

8. Call for Action
We call upon EALA to formulate legislation that will enforce creation of condusive
environment for the private sector and the civil society as stipulated by the EAC
Treaty.
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS THAT TOOK PART IN THE
CONSULTATIONS ON “CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS’ OPERATING
ENVIRONMENT IN EAST AFRICA.”

ÑÎÙßÒ×ÆßÌ×ÑÒ
ÚÎ×ÛÒÜÍ ÑÚ ÛßÍÌ ßÚÎ×Ýß
ÐßÍÌÑÎßÔ×ÍÌÍ ×ÒÜ×ÙÛÒÑËÍ ÒÑÒóÙÑÊÛÎÒÓÛÒÌßÔ ÑÎó
ÙßÒ×ÆßÌ×ÑÒ ÚÑÎËÓ
ÛßÍÌ ßÚÎ×Ýß ÔßÉ ÍÑÝ×ÛÌÇ
ÉÑÓÛÒ ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ ÚÑÎ ÍÝ×ÛÒÝÛ ßÒÜ ÌÛÝØÒÑÔÑÙÇ
ÛßÍÌ ßÚÎ×ÝßÒ ÔÑÝßÔ ÙÑÊÛÎÒÓÛÒÌÍ ßÍÍÑÝ×ßÌ×ÑÒ
ÛÒÊ×ÎÑóÝÔ×ÓßÌÛ
ÛßÍËÒ æ ÝÛÒÌÎÛ ÚÑÎ ÑÎÙßÒ×ÆßÌ×ÑÒßÔ ÔÛßÎÒ×ÒÙ
ØßÕ×ÕßÆ× ÝßÌßÔÇÍÌ
ÉÑÓÛÒ ×Ò ÞËÍ×ÒÛÍÍ ÐÔßÌÚÑÎÓ ó ÛßÍÌ ßÚÎ×ÝßÒ ÞËÍ×ó
ÒÛÍÍ ÝÑËÒÝ×Ô
ÛßÍÌÛÎÒ ßÚÎ×Ýß ÒßÌ×ÑÒßÔ ÒÛÌÉÑÎÕÍ ÑÚ ß×ÜÍ ÍÛÎÊ×ÝÛ
ÑÎÙßÒ×ÆßÌ×ÑÒò
ßÎËÍØß ÒÑÒóÙÑÊÛÎÒÓÛÒÌßÔ ÑÎÙßÒ×ÆßÌ×ÑÒ ÒÛÌó
ÉÑÎÕ
ÌØÛ ÓËÔÌ×óÛÒÊ×ÎÑÒÓÛÒÌßÔ ÍÑÝ×ÛÌÇ
ËÎÞßÒ ÛÒÊ×ÎÑÒÓÛÒÌßÔ ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ ßÍÍÑÝ×ßÌ×ÑÒ
ÌØÛ ÝØ×ÔÜÎÛÒ ÑÚ ÌØÛ ÍÌÎÛÛÌ ÉÛÔÚßÎÛ ßÍÍÑÝ×ßÌ×ÑÒ
ÛßÍÌ ßÚÎ×ÝßÒ Ý×Ê×Ô ÍÑÝ×ÛÌÇ ÑÎÙßÒ×ÍßÌ×ÑÒÍŽ ÚÑÎËÓ
ËÙßÒÜß ÝÑßÔ×Ì×ÑÒ ÚÑÎ ÍËÍÌß×ÒßÞÔÛ ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ
ËÙßÒÜß ÔßÒÜ ßÔÔ×ßÒÝÛ
ßÝÌ×ÑÒ ÚÑÎ ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ øßÝÚÑÜÛ÷
ÝÛÒÌÛÎ ÚÑÎ ÝÑÒÚÔ×ÝÌ ÎÛÍÑÔËÌ×ÑÒ øÝÛÝÑÎÛ÷
ÓßÕÛÎÛÎÛ ËÒ×ÊÛÎÍ×ÌÇ ÍÝØÑÑÔ ÑÚ ÔßÉ
Ý×Ê×Ô ÍÑÝ×ÛÌÇ ÞËÜÙÛÌ ßÜÊÑÝßÝÇ ÙÎÑËÐ øÝÍÞßÙ÷
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ÎÛØßÞ×Ô×ÌßÌ×ÑÒ ÝÛÒÌÎÛ ÚÑÎ Ê×ÝÌ×ÓÍ ÑÚ ÜÑÓÛÍÌ×Ý
ßÒÜ ÍÛÈËßÔ Ê×ÑÔÛÒÝÛ øÎÛÝÛÍÊ×Ü÷
ÚÑËÒÜßÌ×ÑÒ ÚÑÎ ØËÓßÒ Î×ÙØÌÍ ×Ò×Ì×ßÌ×ÊÛÍ Š ÚØÎ×
ÍÑËÌØÛÎÒ ßÒÜ ÛßÍÌÛÎÒ ßÚÎ×ÝßÒ ÌÎßÜÛ ×ÒÚÑÎÓßó
Ì×ÑÒ ßÒÜ ÒÛÙÑÌ×ßÌ×ÑÒÍ ×ÒÍÌ×ÌËÌÛ øÍÛßÌ×Ò×÷
ØËÓßÒ Î×ÙØÌÍ ÒÛÌÉÑÎÕ ËÙßÒÜß Š ØËÎ×ÒÛÌó Ë
ËÙßÒÜß ÒßÌ×ÑÒßÔ ÒÙÑ ÚÑÎËÓ ø ËÒÒÙÑÚ ÷
ÚÑÑÜ Î×ÙØÌÍ ßÔÔ×ßÒÝÛ
ÎËÎßÔ ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ ÓÛÜ×ß ÝÑÓÓËÒ×ÝßÌ×ÑÒ øÎËÜó
ÓÛÝ÷
ÍÌßÌÛ ÜÛÐßÎÌÓÛÒÌ ÑÚ ÛßÝ ßÚÚß×ÎÍó ÕÛÒÇß
ÕÛÒÇß ÒÙÑ ÞÑßÎÜ
ÝÑÔÔßÞÑÎßÌ×ÊÛ ÝÛÒÌÛÎ ÚÑÎ ÙÛÒÜÛÎ ßÒÜ ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐó
ÓÛÒÌ
ËÚßÜØ×Ô× ÌÎËÍÌ
ßÚÎ×Ýß ÇÑËÌØ ÌÎËÍÌ
×ÒÜÛÐÛÒÜÛÒÌ ÓÛÜ×ÝÑ ÔÛÙßÔ ËÒ×Ì ø×ÓÔË÷
ÝÛÒÌÛÎ ÚÑÎ ÔßÉ ßÒÜ ÎÛÍÛßÎÝØ ×ÒÌÛÎÒßÌ×ÑÒßÔ
ÔÛÙßÔ ÎÛÍÑËÎÝÛÍ ÚÑËÒÜßÌ×ÑÒ
ßÕ×Þß ËØßÕ× ÚÑËÒÜßÌ×ÑÒ
ÌÎßÒÍÐßÎÛÒÝÇ ×ÒÌÛÎÒßÌ×ÑÒßÔ
ÌØÛ ßÚÎ×Ýß Ý×Ê×Ô ÍÑÝ×ÛÌÇ ÐÔßÌÚÑÎÓ ÑÒ ÐÎ×ÒÝ×ÐÔÛÜ
ÐßÎÌÒÛÎÍØ×Ð
Ú×Üß ÕÛÒÇß
ßÚÎ×ÝßÒ ÉÑÓÛÒùÍ ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ ú ÝÑÓÓËÒ×ÝßÌ×ÑÒ
ÒÛÌÉÑÎÕ øÚÛÓÒÛÌ ÷
ÍÑÝ×ÛÌÇ ÚÑÎ ×ÒÌÛÎÒßÌ×ÑÒßÔ ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ ó ÛßÍÌÛÎÒ
ßÚÎ×Ýß
ÎÛÚËÙÛÛ ÝÑÒÍÑÎÌ×ËÓ ÑÚ ÕÛÒÇß
ÛßÝÍÑÚ ÕÛÒÇß ÝØßÐÌÛÎ
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ÚÑÎËÓ ÐÑËÎ Ôß ÝÑÒÍÝ×ÛÒÝÛ ÛÌ ÔÛ ÜWÊÛÔÑÐÐÛÓÛÒÌ
øÚÑÝÑÜÛ÷
ÞËÎËÒÜ× Ù×ÎÔ ÙË×ÜÛÍ øßÙÞ÷
ÚÑÎËÓ ÐÑËÎ ÔÛ ÎÛÒÚÑÎÝÛÓÛÒÌ ÜÛ Ôß ÍÑÝ×WÌW Ý×Ê×ÔÛ
ßË ÞËÎËÒÜ× øÚÑÎÍÝóÞËÎËÒÜ×÷
ÔùßÍÍÑÝ×ßÌ×ÑÒ ÜÛÍ ÚÛÓÓÛÍ ÖËÎ×ÍÌÛÍ ÜË ÞËÎËÒÜ× øßÚÖÞ÷
ÔùßÍÍÑÝ×ßÌ×ÑÒ ÞËÎËÒÜß×ÍÛ ÜÛÍ ÝÑÒÍÑÓÓßÌÛËÎÍô ÍÛÝó
Ì×ÑÒ ÒßÌ×ÑÒßÔÛ ÜÛ ÌÎßÒÍÐßÎÛÒÝÇ ×ÒÌÛÎÒßÌ×ÑÒßÔ ßË
ÞËÎËÒÜ× øßÞËÝÑóÌ×÷
ßÝÌ×ÑÒ ÞÇ ÝØÎ×ÍÌ×ßÒÍ ÚÑÎ ÌØÛ ßÞÑÔ×Ì×ÑÒ ÑÚ ÌÑÎÌËÎÛ
×Ò ÞËÎËÒÜ× øßÝßÌóÞÜ×÷
ÐßÎÑÔÛ ÛÌ ßÝÌ×ÑÒÍ ÐÑËÎ ÔÛ ÎWÊÛ×Ô ÜÛÍ ÝÑÒÍÝ×ÛÒÝÛÍ ÛÌ
ÔùÛÊÑÔËÌ×ÑÒ ÜÛÍ ÓÛÒÌßÔ×ÌWÍ øÐßÎÝÛÓ÷
ÔùßÍÍÑÝ×ßÌ×ÑÒ ÜÛÍ ÚÛÓÓÛÍ ÖÑËÎÒßÔ×ÍÌÛÍ ÜË ÞËÎËÒÜ×
øßÚÖÑ÷
ÔŽÑÞÍÛÎÊßÌÑ×ÎÛ ÜÛ ÔËÌÌÛ ÝÑÒÌÎÛ Ôß ÝÑÎÎËÐÌ×ÑÒ ÛÌ ÔÛÍ
ÓßÔÊÛÎÍßÌ×ÑÒÍ ÛÝÑÒÑÓ×ÏËÛÍ øÑÔËÝÑÓÛ÷
ÐÎ×ÊÛ ÞËÎËÒÜ×
Ó×Ò×ÍÌÎÇ ÑÚ ÛßÝ ßÚÚß×ÎÍ ÞËÎËÒÜ×
ØËÓßÒ Î×ÙØÌÍ Ú×ÎÍÌ ÎÉßÒÜß ßÍÍÑÝ×ßÌ×ÑÒøØÎÚÎß÷
ÝÑÔÔÛÝÌ×Ú ÜÛÍ Ô×ÙËÛÍ ÛÌ ßÍÍÑÝ×ßÌ×ÑÒ ÜÛ ÜWÚÛÒÍÛ ÜÛÍ
ÜÎÑ×ÌÍ ÜÛ ÔùØÑÓÓÛ ßË ÎÉßÒÜß øÝÔßÜØÑ÷
ÛßÝÍÑÚ ÎÉßÒÜß ÝØßÐÌÛÎ
ÎÉßÒÜß ÞÎÑßÜÝßÍÌ×ÒÙ ßÙÛÒÝÇ øÎÞß÷
ßÍÍ×ÍÌó ÎÉßÒÜß
ÐÛßÝÛ ÑËÌÎÛßÝØ
ßÝÌ×ÑÒ ÝÑÓÓËÒßËÌß×ÎÛ ÐÑËÎ ÔÛ ÜWÊÛÔÑÐÐÛÓÛÒÌ
ßÝÜÔ
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ßÒÙÔ×ÝßÒ ÎÛÔ×ÛÚ ßÒÜ ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ ÚËÒÜ øßÎÜÚ÷
ÝÑÓÓËÒ×ÌÇ ÍÑÝ×Ñ ÛÝÑÒÑÓ×Ý ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ ×Ò×Ì×ßó
Ì×ÊÛÍ øÝÍÜ×÷
ÍÌÎ×ÊÛ ÚÑËÒÜßÌ×ÑÒ
ÎÉßÒÜß ÉÑÓÛÒùÍ ÒÛÌÉÑÎÕ øÎÉÒ÷
ØßÙËÎËÕß ÒÙÑ
ßÓßØÑÎÑ ßÍÍÑÝ×ßÌ×ÑÒøßÎÑÍ÷
ÎÉßÒÜß Ý×Ê×Ô ÍÑÝ×ÛÌÇ ÐÔßÌÚÑÎÓ
øÎÝÍÐ÷
ÎÉßÒÜß ÒÙÑ ÚÑÎËÓ
Úß×ÌØ Ê×ÝÌÑÎÇ ßÍÍÑÝ×ßÌ×ÑÒ øÚÊß÷
Ú×ÑÓ ÎÜß
ÜËÌÛÎ×ÓÞÛÎÛ
ÊÑ×ÝÛ ÑÚ ÝÑÓÓËÒ×ÌÇ øÊÑÝ÷
ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ ÐßÎÌÒÛÎÍ
ÌØÛ Ú×ÒÒ×ÍØ ÒÙÑ ÐÔßÌÚÑÎÓ øÕÛÐß÷
ÜÛËÌÍÝØÛ ÙÛÍÛÔÔÍÝØßÚÌ ÚDÎ ×ÒÌÛÎÒßÌ×ÑÒßÔÛ ÆËÍßÓó
ÓÛÒßÎÞÛ×Ì øÙ×Æ÷ ÙÓÞØ
ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ ßÔÌÛÎÒßÌ×ÊÛÍ ×ÒÝ ó ÎÉßÒÜßøÜß×÷
ÌÎßÜÛÓßÎÕ ÛßÍÌ ßÚÎ×Ýßô ÕÛÒÇß ÝÑËÒÌÎÇ ÑÚÚ×ÝÛ
ÍÑÝ×ÛÌÇ ÚÑÎ ×ÒÌÛÎÒßÌ×ÑÒßÔ ÜÛÊÛÔÑÐÓÛÒÌ ó ÛßÍÌÛÎÒ
ßÚÎ×Ýß
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